We introduce a new stopping-time argument, adapted to handle linear sums of noncompactly-supported functions that satisfy fairly weak decay, smoothness, and cancellation conditions. We use the argument to obtain a new Littlewood-Paley-type result for such sums.
Let H be the Hilbert transform. Then, modulo positive multiplicative constants, {H(ψ (I) )} I satisfies (0.1) (for M = 2) and (0.2). Inequality (0.1) follows from easy estimates on the Hilbert kernel. Inequality (0.2) calls for some discussion.
An easy way to see that (0.2) holds for {H(ψ (I) )} I is to use the L 2 → L 2 boundedness of the Hilbert transform. It is well-known (see [St2] , p. 167, or [U] , Lemma 3.3) that {ψ (I) } I satisfies (0.2), modulo a multiplicative constant. Thus, for any finite linear sum I γ I H(φ (I) ),
There is another way to get (0.2), in this particular case. The industrious reader will have noticed that the collection {H(ψ (I) )} I actually satisfies a stronger condition than (0.1). Indeed: It follows from two lemmas of Uchiyama [U] that any family satisfying (0.1) and (0.3) for some M > d, and which also has (0.4), automatically satifies (0.2), modulo a constant. For the sake of completeness, we have presented the short proof of this result in an appendix.
The process we have just described shows how such families typically arise. Roughly speaking, if one applies a reasonably regular integral operator to a linear sum of wavelet-like functions I λ I ψ (I) , one ends up with a linear sum from a collection like {φ (I) } I . One then frequently has the problem of relating the size of the new function (in a weighted space, in L p , etc.) to the original coefficients λ I . If the operator is nice enough, then {φ (I) } I will have (0.3) and (0.4), and one will essentially be able to reduce the problem to one where the φ (I) 's have compact supports; such a program is worked out in [W] . However, if the operator is not quite regular enough, (0.3) can be destroyed. Just a little bit of oscillation in the operator's kernel function can do this: think of Bochner-Riesz kernels. In that case, one needs a different approach to handle arbitrary linear sums; and that is the burden of our paper.
We need one more definition before we can state our main result. If f = λ I φ (I) is a finite linear combination from a family {φ (I) } I , and > 0, we set
. This is the Littlewood-Paley-type object we will use to bound linear sums from {φ (I) } I . The reader will notice that it is nothing but a real-variable analogue of the familiar g * λ -function from classical Littlewood-Paley theory (see [St1] , Chapter 4).
Finally, let us recall that a non-negative σ ∈ L 1 loc (R d ) is said to be an A ∞ weight (written: σ ∈ A ∞ ) if there are positive constants a and b such that for all cubes Q ⊂ R d and measurable sets E ⊂ Q,
Here is our main theorem.
Theorem A. We suppose that {φ (I) } I satisfies (0.1) and (0.2), for some fixed
Our hypothesis that {φ (I) } I satisfy (0.2) might seem a rather severe requirement. We insist that it is not. First, as noted above, a slight strengthening of the decay and smoothness conditions on {φ (I) } I , when combined with (0.4), yields (0.2) for free, and families meeting these extra conditions pop up fairly often. Second, Theorem A has the happy property of not caring where {φ (I) } I 's almost-orthogonality comes from: cancellation, Fourier transform tricks, special-functions arcana, etc. This makes Theorem A applicable to the study of operators that are less regular than, say, the Hilbert transform.
The proof of Theorem A comes by means of a so-called "good-λ inequality," which in turn depends on the stopping-time argument mentioned above. A few words about this argument are probably in order here. The method of good-λ inequalities requires that we be able to analyze the behavior of I λ I φ (I) on arbitrary cubes J. This entails splitting I λ I φ (I) into two sums. The first of these, which we will call 1 for the present, reflects the "coarse structure" of I λ I φ (I) on J, and is supposed to be almost constant on J. The second sum, 2 , has the information about I λ I φ (I) 's fine structure. The hard work in proving the good-λ inequality comes in controlling the size of 2 . Now, this control is obtained by applying a stopping-time argument to 2 , which means splitting 2 itself into two new sums, * 1 and * 2 . One of these new sums gets handled by means of a "global" result (for us, that will be (0.2)). The other gets treated some other way; in many stopping-time arguments, such as those for dyadic martingales, the second sum disappears. Now, here's our problem. The stopping-time argument works by analyzing the local behavior of I λ I φ (I) ; but the functions in {φ (I) } I have global reach. In order to get a good local estimate, we have to somehow "cut off" the functions φ (I) , but if we do not do this cutting-off correctly, we will lose the property (0.2), which gives us our only hope of controlling 2 .
Our stopping-time argument turns on two main ideas. The first is an appropriate discretization of
, which is given in Definition 2 below. The second is a special splitting of 2 into * 1 and * 2 . The splitting occurs in the proof of the Main Lemma. Neither the splitting nor the discretization seems to have much point without the other; however, in order for the argument to work, these two parts have to fit together as tightly as two Lego blocks. Indeed, our problem actually has three interlocking pieces: one needs to have the right discretization in order to define the right stopping time, in order to apply the right splitting. We believe that that was why this theorem was so hard to prove. We also believe that keeping an image of two (or three) joined Lego blocks in mind will help the reader understand the proof faster.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 1, we give (or repeat) our basic definitions and conventions. In section 2, we state and prove some technical lemmas. In section 3, we state and prove our Main Lemma, from which we obtain the good-λ inequality as a corollary. The proof of Theorem A then follows immediately.
We wish to express our deep gratitude to Richard Wheeden, for allowing the author to talk through some early (and unsuccessful) versions of this proof on his blackboard at Rutgers, when the two of us were supposed to be working on something else.
Preliminary definitions and conventions.
All cubes I ⊂ R d are assumed to be dyadic. We denote I's sidelength by (I). We use d(x, E) to mean the distance between a point x and a set E.
We assume that {φ (I) } I , henceforth fixed, is a family of functions satisfying (0.1) and (0.2). We will consider only finite linear sums I λ I φ (I) from {φ (I) } I .
We will make frequent use of two simple facts: a) if a and b are non-negative numbers and a ≤ Cb, then
s center. S(I) is the collection of all cubes I such that I ⊂ I (these are the cubes which "surround" I). N (I) is the collection of cubes I such that I ⊂ I and (I ) = .5 (I) (these are the "next generation" of cubes "below" I).
The first MAIN IDEA is the definition of F (I): this is how we "discretize" the sum I λ I φ (I) .
Definition 2. If I is a cube and x ∈ I, we set
, where > 0 is fixed; we do not define
2. A few lemmas.
Proof: Trivial.
Proof: Just note that if x is as described and I ∈ S(I) then |x − x I |/|x I − x I | is bounded between 2 positive constants. QED.
Proof: Write:
Note that (i) has a minus sign where (ii) has a plus sign. We will use smoothness to bound (i), but only a size estimate to bound (ii). It is chiefly because of this latter fact that we are able to get away with so little smoothness in the family {φ (I) } I .
We deal with (i) first. Let I ∈ S(I) and suppose that (I ) ≥ (I). By the smoothness condition on
for every such I . Therefore,
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we get
For each k, the sum
is bounded by C, because, for each n ≥ 1, there are at most c2 nd cubes I in the sum such that 2 n−1 ≤ 1 + |x I − x I |/ (I ) < 2 n . Their contribution to the sum is no greater than c2 −n .
Summing over k now, we get that (i) ≤ cG(I).
To bound (ii), write
where each I j is congruent to I and is in S(I).
Here is where we use the hypothesis that x ∈ I stays away from ∂I. (1
, where
Since, for each j,
But, clearly,
(because |x I − x Ij | ≥ (I)) and
Therefore:
for each I ⊂ I j . Plugging this back into the sum for H(j):
There are no more than c d 2 kd cubes I j such that 2
Thus j H(j) ≤ C, and the lemma is proved.
Remark: In proving our main lemma, η will be chosen so that {x ∈ I: d(x, ∂I) ≤ η (I)} has negligible measure.
Lemma 5. If
Proof: By Lemma 3,
Lemma 6. There is a positive constant C such that the following holds: If
for a fixed constant C. But the sum goes to zero as |L| does. QED.
Lemma 7. There is a C
Proof: Write
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4 and the third is from Lemma 5. The last term in the third inequality is less than or equal to
which, by Cauchy-Schwarz, is less than or equal to
A virtual repetition of the argument used to bound H(j) in the proof of Lemma 4 shows that the sum in the brackets is bounded by a constant times
which is less than or equal to C. QED.
The Main Lemma and its corollaries.
Main Lemma. Let I (0) be a fixed dyadic cube and let f = I λ I φ (I) (x) be a finite linear sum from {φ (I) } I . We assume that, for all I, either λ I = 0 or I ⊂ I (0) . (Thus, we are only considering I's contained in
Proof of Main Lemma: This will be rather long. Let A be a large number, to be chosen shortly. Let {I j } j be the maximal dyadic subcubes of I (0) such that there is an I ∈ N (I j ) for which G(I) > Aγ. By Lemma 6, we have G * (x) > CAγ for all x ∈ I j . Choose A so that CA > 1. Notice that, by maximality, we must have
These two facts imply that, for any x ∈ I (0) ,
≤ γ} then x must belong to some cube I such that |F (I)| > 1 and I is not a subset of any I j (because G * (x) > γ on ∪ j I j ). Let {J k } k be the maximal cubes with both these properties. Set {Q * j } = {I j } j ∪ {J k } k , the union of these two sets of cubes (so, {Q * j } is a collection of cubes), and let {Q j } j ⊂ {Q * j } be the corresponding subfamily of maximal cubes. We observe that if x ∈ {x ∈ I (0) :
≤ γ} then x must belong to some cube Q j such that |F (Q j )| > 1. We also note that G(Q j ) ≤ Aγ for all j and that, if x / ∈ ∪ j Q j , then G * (x) ≤ Aγ. So far, (almost) everything we have done has consisted of fairly standard (if somewhat technical) estimates. We now come to the SECOND MAIN IDEA; i.e., the splitting of the sum.
Let F 1 = {I : ∀j(I ⊂ Q j )} and F 2 = {I : I ⊂ Q j for some j}. Every I ⊂ I (0) belongs to either F 1 or F 2 . Write f = f 1 + f 2 , where f l = I:I∈F l λ I φ (I) (x). We similarly define F l (I, x), F l (I), G * l (x), etc. E.g.:
Now, it is clear that
We need to estimate (i) and (ii). Define, for Q a cube,
and an analogous estimate holds for (ii).
Let Q j be a cube occurring in the sum for (i). By Lemma 4, if
and a similar estimate holds for (ii).
Let us temporarily restrict our attention to (i). We now make a curious observation:
The proof comes from working it out:
(It is helpful to recall the definition of S(Q
(This "curious observation" is [sort of] why the proof works: this is where the two main ideas link up.) Therefore,
However, by our hypothesis (0.2),
As observed above, the quantity
is less than or equal to C[Aγ] 2 everwhere. A good bound on (i) now follows from Chebyshev's inequality. Let's look at (ii) now. For each j, let E j = {I : I ⊂ Q j }. Notice that F 2 = ∪ j E j . For τ > 1 let τ I denote I's τ -fold dilate. If τ is taken close enough to 1 (depending only on d), |τ I \ I| < (β/3)|I|. Fix such a τ and set D = ∪ j (τ Q j \ Q j ). Then |D| < (β/3)|I (0) |. We only need to show that
Fix a j in the preceding sum and let Fix a k = j in the sum. Since Q k ∩ Q j = ∅ and x / ∈ D, we must have |x − x I | ≥ c|x − x Q k | for every I ∈ E k , where the constant c only depends on τ and d. Therefore:
where the last inequality follows because |x − x Q k | ≥ .5 (Q k ) (recall that x / ∈ Q k ). Thus: 
This implies that
j C(Qj )\D |F (Q j , x| 2 dx ≤ (CAγ) 2 I (0) k (1 + |x − x Q k |/ (Q k )) −(d+ ) ≤ (CAγ) 2 k |Q k | ≤ (CAγ) 2 |I (0) |.
